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Chapter 251 

"Joyce, I'm truly happy for you. It’s just unbearable that they mistook you for a murderer!" Charlotte 

feigned indignation, "Finally, the facts were cleared up today." 

Joyce shrugged, her beautiful eyes narrowed, looking straight at Charlotte, "I have never done such a 

thing, and I must track down the killer, and let grandma rest in peace. As long as I live, I will never give 

up." 

After a pause, Joyce continued, "Charlotte, the day of Grandma's accident, you had also seen Grandma 

at noon, nothing unusual?" 

When Joyce spoke, a cold light crossed her eyes, and Charlotte could not help but shudder. 

Charlotte only felt the sweat stand up, and surprisingly felt somewhat guilty in her heart. 

She bit her lip, "The police also asked me, but I really did not notice anything unusual. When I left, 

Grandma went back to bed. After I found out that Grandma was killed, I also kept thinking back, but 

there was nothing. I also blame myself, if only I could see some clues." 

when she saw 

is, asking what I usually like to do, what I like to eat, and so on." Charlotte said 

yeah?" Luther's long, 

Charlotte alone to ask such trivial things about her family? It 

and Shelly seemed to hear Charlotte's voice from the 

pushed in the 

and Luther both 

police temporarily released you, I do not believe that you are innocent! What exactly did you use to 

threaten and force Stephanie to amend her 

a problem with it, you can appeal to the prosecutor's office." Joyce 

you shouldn't? Bitch, this is the Warner family's property, what are you?" Shelly also scolded 

Chapter 252 

Shelly rushed behind Charlotte and gently rubbed her back, "Charlotte, what's wrong with you? You 

looked terrible." 

Jacqueline was quite experienced with it and naturally understood why, "Dry heaving is natural during 

pregnancy. The older generation always says that the worse the dry heaving is, the more likely you will 

have a boy." 



It took a while before the dry heaving stopped. She straightened up, rubbed her chest to catch her 

breath and apologized repeatedly, "Sorry, sorry, sorry, I couldn't help it today, I made a scene here, 

maybe it was a little hot." 

"Feeling better?" Shelly opened a bottle of mineral water and handed it forward. 

Charlotte took it and took a few sips, "Thanks, that's better." 

In fact, she had never had dry heaving, and it was all faked. 

She smoothed her breath and raised her eyes to Jacqueline, half shyly and half deliberately, "Auntie, you 

are right, it is indeed a boy." After saying that, she lowered her head in embarrassment. 

that she was overjoyed and went forward to hold Charlotte's arm, pointing at her still-burgeoning belly, 

"Really? It's 

for my maternity checkup yesterday and the doctor told me with the ultrasound 

about the child as if he was not around, Luther's face was grim and 

she saw Charlotte dry heave a few 

felt her stomach turn over like she was also 

I have to go to 

she vomited. The vomiting was so terrible that almost even bile had to 

up, she rinsed her cheeks repeatedly with hot water and felt 

she didn't eat 

had upset stomach several times. She felt dizziness and nausea from time to time. At first she thought 

it seemed that maybe it 

to the hospital to see why she 
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Chapter 253 

"Since Grandma chose to modify her will before she died, there must be a reason behind it. Grandma 

died for no reason, and I will not divorce until we find out the truth." Luther stated his attitude on the 

spot. 

Charlotte also heard it clearly, and her face changed. 

Find out the truth? She knew best who the real murderer was. The day they found out the truth, won't it 

be the day of her death? 

She could never let them know about the truth and Luther would never get a divorce? 



"Luther, the Heath family wants to see you. Rodney will meet you personally. Cecelia and I have agreed 

on a time, the night after tomorrow, and we will go together. At least there should be an explanation." 

Jacqueline wanted to use the Heath family to suppress him. 

Luther's thin lips curled up, "Yes, that's exactly what I'm going to do. I'll make my attitude clear to 

Rodney in person." 

As he spoke, his eyes glanced over to Charlotte, who had always pretended to be clueless. 

The eyes were so cool, without a trace of temperature. 

attitude to her was not as grateful and indebted as before. Probably he just wanted to repudiate the 

returned to 

looked pale and 

nervously stood up and walked over to Joyce, asking with concern, "What's wrong with you? Did the 

wound crack again? Does it hurt? Here, 

his long arm had already swept her to his side, trying to lift her coat 

all on Joyce, completely forgetting that there were 

glanced at Jacqueline, and Shelly, and their eyes were like knives stabbing at her, not to mention 

How embarrassing? 

was overly concerned 

hands, "I'm fine. Maybe I ate something cold this morning and my 

just ask Jamie to come and take a 

phone, 

Luther hard and reminded him 

see how uncomfortable Joyce was, ignoring that 

Chapter 254 

The content of the police department press conference just now, Ricky naturally knew it all. 

"Missy, I'm sorry, I'm the one who overlooked it. I didn't expect that this Karl could even have such a 

background. This time Joyce was only able to get out of danger, as far as I know, with the help of Karl in 

the beginning." Ricky said in a cold voice. 

"Karl? Isn't he just a regular detective captain?" Charlotte was so angry she couldn't bear it. 

"Oh, he wasn't a nobody like that at all. He personally took Stephanie's will, sent it to the analysis center 

in the Capital, and found Dustin, an industry authority, to do the analysis. Karl's father, Chester, was the 

chief justice, and his mother was the heir to the nation's third largest construction company." Ricky 

started the car and sped away. 



Charlotte froze, she didn't expect it at all. Someone with such a status could stay in the second precinct. 

Joyce was so lucky that she always had someone to help her. Was it possible that Karl had a crush on 

Joyce and was helping her out? 

dreamed there 

was just that when Luther came back to the city, he also used his own connections in the prosecutor’s 

office 

so much that she bit her 

had intervened, but when she heard it herself, it was still like a 

there's something that I know I shouldn't ask. But …" Ricky paused and gave Charlotte a look, "must you 

marry into the Warner family?" After really having her, he gradually 

"There is no one in the country who can match the wealth of the Warner family. The only way to sit on 

everything is 

won't treat you badly. In a few more days, I will talk to Grandpa, and ask him break the rules to 

calculation himself - if Charlotte successfully got into the Warner family, sitting on the countless wealth, 

then it would be much easier for him 

what he wanted would be 

help you get what you want. We will 

leaned against him gently, 

Chapter 255 

"Yeah, why not, where do you want to eat? It's on me." Joyce showed a smile. 

"It's not a good time for you to show up elsewhere. If you want to have a dinner together, we can just go 

to the clubhouse owned by Felix's family." Luther answered as he drove. 

Juanita on the other end of the phone heard it, and she laughed a bit. She lowered her voice and said to 

Joyce, "Seemed like you have got a control freak for husband, and you look like you are grounded 

somehow." 

Joyce laughed out loud, "Not at all." 

She looked to Luther and asked, "What's the name of the clubhouse?" 

Luther said back, "DeNox." 

Joyce froze. 

DeNox, wasn’t that a nightclub? Even she had heard of it. Although it is a famous light music bar in 

Khebury, it was said that there were pop bands from all over the world in the bar every day. But in the 

end, it was still a nightclub. What surprised her was that the clubhouse should belong to Felix’s family. It 

seemed that the power and wealth of the Saunders family were quite beyond her imagination. 



Luther explained, "Felix runs a private clubhouse on the top floor of DeNox, and the nightclub is 

downstairs. I will make arrangements with Felix in advance, and no one else can disturb us." 

Joyce said to Juanita on 

"Good, I've heard a lot about 'DeNox' and I've always 

a date with Karl tonight!" Juanita 

saying that, Juanita happily hung 

moment of embarrassment. When Juanita mentioned Karl just now, she even subconsciously covered 

should she feel 

incomprehensible remarks in 

feel guilty? Shouldn't she invite Karl to dinner openly and 

stole a 

as if he did 

breathed a sigh of 

she heard Luther say carelessly, "Karl, since he's going, I won't go. You have to be home by ten o'clock. 

I'll ask Aaron to pick you 

and his stern eyes cut across her 

Joyce lowered her 

she immediately regretted it and wanted to bite her tongue off. What was wrong with her? She was so 

obedient to 

Chapter 256 

DeNox. 

The wind rose this evening and it was getting cooler. 

The autumn breeze rolled with the remnants of the leaves flying around the sky, the dim street lights 

shining, adding to it a touch of sorrowfulness. 

The entire DeNox bar, decorated in pure blue tones, gave the illusion of tranquility, unlike other noisy 

nightclubs. 

In the lobby on the first floor, several foreign bands were playing music. 

The beautiful violin and the mourning cello sounded like they were having a concert. However, the men 

and women inside were just like those in any other bars, and it was all about drunkenness and 

indulgence. They just looked a little more elegant. 

Joyce was wearing a black trench coat and a mask in order not to get into trouble. 



She followed the route Luther had told her and entered through the side door of DeNox, taking a special 

elevator to the top floor. 

elevator, she took off her mask 

the long corridor, which seemed not to even have an end, seemed to be 

way? She walked forward in 

of a private room, she heard, from inside, 

to be nosy, and she could not change it even if she 

thought that nothing could happen, without any concern, and directly 

In front 

tears and she was about to vomit 

the ground and kept begging for mercy, "Please, let 

the box, lascivious laughter rang 

drink, 

of the men, roughly pinching the girl's chin and holding the entire bottle of red wine in his 

Chapter 257 

After saying that, the man was going to go up and take Joyce's hand. 

"Pop!" 

Joyce gave the man a slap, and the man who came forward fell on the sofa. She had practiced shooting 

for several years, and her strength was still okay even today. These fat, drunken men, instead, were not 

very capable. 

The man stared incredulously at Joyce. He had been knocked down so easily that it was nothing short of 

a shame for him. 

"Damn it, bitch, how dare you to hit me? So you really want to play it the hard way." 

He was about to stand up. 

Coldly, Joyce splashed a glass of red wine on his face and warned in a stern voice, "You indecent fouls 

dare to touch me, I will call the police immediately." In fact, she had called Felix before coming in and 

believed that Felix would arrive soon. 

said with a smile, "Beauty always has a temper, I do not mind, I like tough girls, strong enough. 

Joyce did not pay attention, his hand reached 

be messed with that easily, just about to raise her knee and kick him 

The man suddenly let out a 



a clear dislocation 

His arm was pulled directly out of the socket by a strong hand, and the pain caused his whole body 

other man saw that the situation was not right and was just about to stand up and run away. However, 

the shadow who got into the room kicked him directly away 

at 

"Vicki, why are you here? You're out 

the sentence was finished two days ago." Vicki dusted off her hands that she had just touched the dregs 

with a 

bullied before saw Vicki and hurriedly knelt down, "Vicki, 
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Chapter 258 

"Compensation? Jokes. I set the rules here, and no one is allowed to force a girl, otherwise you deserve 

what just happened." Vicki gallantly stepped on the coffee table with her long legs, her arms in front of 

her chest. 

Felix sized up Vicki at this point. 

The compelling aura emitting from the long narrow eyes seemed enticing. The high nose, plump lips, 

wheat color skin together gave a unique wild beauty that he could not forget. It was completely 

different from the girls he had seen in the past. 

"So you're the new manager at DeNox?" Felix asked curiously. He had always been unconcerned about 

HR recruitment, but he had also heard that the industry's top headhunter had recently introduced a 

legendary figure to manage DeNox. The previous manager had managed DeNox poorly, and left him 

many problems and a declining reputation, which had not failed to give him headaches. 

"That's right. Who are you?" Vicki raised her long eyes and looked askance at Felix. 

The tenfold momentum made Felix suddenly speechless. 

"I, I'm the owner… of DeNox." He replied squirmingly, not really knowing how to introduce himself. Why 

on earth would he just feel inferior in front of Vicki. 

so you're the legendary … playboy of the Saunders family." 

"…" 

employee when she met her boss? A playboy? He admitted that he had a lot of ex-girlfriends, but was 

his reputation on the outside that 

want to step in and take charge?" Vicki shrugged with an indifferent attitude, "If you have to interfere, 

these two will be 

waved his hands, he didn't want to get involved in this 



tidied up, having been messed up before. 

front of him, 

front of him in a 

stand, they became irritated and pointed at Vicki, "You deliberately hurt us, I want 

We get a police officer right here! As an eyewitness, I have seen you molesting a young girl." As she said, 

she pointed her 

spoken since he 

casually today, in 
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Chapter 259 

"How was I supposed to know that DeNox could have a gray area like this." Joyce glared at Felix. 

"You guys are okay? Since you just went to the wrong place, hurry up and leave. Don't interfere with my 

work." Vicki unceremoniously gave the eviction order. 

Felix inevitably felt awkward, he was the owner here, but he was chased away by an employee. 

However, he also found Vicki interesting, and he couldn't help but steal another glance at her. 

Her almond eyes were shining and burning like those of a leopard, all emitting wild beauty, and he could 

not even take his eyes away from her. 

"What are you looking at? Look again and I'll gouge your eyes out." Vicki was nonchalant and thought 

nothing better of Felix. 

Felix had never met a woman with this kind of manners and was immediately interested. 

"You guys go up to the top floor first, Vicki and I would like to have a few words alone." Joyce smiled at 

Juanita. 

"Good." Karl nodded. 

forgetting to tell Joyce, "See the elevator at the end? Go up to the top floor from there." As 

"Got it!" Joyce responded. 

look good. I'm really grateful to 

looked down and 

the door of another box behind Joyce 

you also thank 

froze, the 



over at the sound and it was 

Christian. 

box with his slender 

heard you 

evil voice, with the enchanting appearance, 

say that it was Christian who asked Vicki to look after 

she did owe 

Chapter 260 

Joyce stopped in her tracks, and her beautiful face was half surprised and half stoned. 

The wound on her back had not yet healed, and the memory of the pain seemed like yesterday. 

Georgia was missing? What did that mean? That the people who wanted her dead had struck again? 

Destroying evidence and making things untraceable? 

Vicki blew on her finger and sneered, "What a way to go, Joyce, who the hell did you offend? A 

registered prison guard in a management position just disappeared like that. The forces behind it should 

not be underestimated." 

"I don't know. I don't usually socialize too much. I don't think I've offended anyone." Joyce shook her 

head. She didn't think Jacqueline and Shelly would be able to do something like buying a murder. 

There must be someone else behind the scene. 

"You two are friends?" Joyce looked at Vicki, and then at Christian. She had always felt that it was not a 

coincidence that Vicki came to work at Felix's DeNox bar right after she was released from prison, and 

she must have a purpose. 

And Christian just did not appear when Felix showed up, so he did not want to fight directly with Felix. 

for sure, had something else in 

of cigarettes out of her pocket, she pulled a stick out and held 

the lighter ignited a flame that danced between her 

and exhaled a psychedelic smoke 

more familiar. After the incident that night, Judith had been watching Georgia's movements for me. No 

one had contacted Georgia, and there was no abnormality. Until the day 

no trace of Georgia 

it, thank you for your 

Joyce nodded gently. 



Christian threw a 

eyes and ignored 

and took 

floor, she realized that DeNox 

floor was like a paradise, completely different from the nightclub 

 


